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Ironhide Game Studio's real-time strategy game Iron Marines sees day-1 Linux support [2]

This is fantastic, Iron Marines from Ironhide Game Studio just released today and they
decided to get the Linux version ready to go one day-1. Disclosure: Key provided by the
developer.
For those not familiar with the developer, this is the studio behind hits like Kingdom Rush and
the various sequels. Their games are usually very stylish and this is certainly no different. Iron
Marines is a sci-fi real-time strategy game and it's actually quite a bit different to their usual
stuff.

My Free Software Activities in April 2019 [3]

Welcome to gambaru.de. Here is my monthly report that covers what I have been doing for
Debian. If you?re interested in Java, Games and LTS topics, this might be interesting for you.
[...]
This was a very quiet month compared to pre-freeze time. I reported three security
vulnerabilities for Teeworlds (#927152) which were later fixed by Dylan Aïssi. Thank you.
I also reviewed and sponsored a new revision of OpenMW for Bret Curtis. I?m not sure why
he didn?t ask the release team for an unblock but there may be a reason.

Valve Pushes Out Big Steam Beta Update, Linux Changes & Steam Remote Play [4]

Valve issued a new Steam beta release that contains a lot of changes across the board,
including Linux.
This Steam beta update has a number of Steam overlay fixes, Steam In-Home Streaming is
now experimentally available "outside of the home" as Steam Remote Play, a variety of Steam
Input improvements, a reworked shader system to allow downloading/pre-compiling a whole
set of Vulkan pipelines for a given game, and various other fixes.
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